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Abstract:
The
technological
advancements
make
changes during availability of knowledge in a huge way. As the
volume of data is increasing exponentially, there is a need for
better management of data to research and industry. This
data, referred to as Big Data, is now employed by various
organizations
to
extract
valuable
information which
may reanalyzed computationally to reveal patterns, trends and
associations revealing the human interaction and behavior for
making various industrial decisions But the data must be
optimized, integrated, secured and visualized to make any
effective decision. Analyzing of the large volume of data is not
beneficial always unless it is analyzed properly. The existing
techniques are insufficient to analyze the large Data and identify
the frequent services accessed by the cloud users. Various
services can be integrated to provide a better environment to work
in emergency cases pretty earlier. Using these services, people
become widely vulnerable to exposure. The data is large and
provides an insight in to future predictions, which
could definitely prevent maximum medical cases from
happening. But without big data analytics techniques and
therefore the Hadoop cluster, this data remains useless. Through
this paper, we'll explain how real time data may be useful to
research and predict severe
Index Terms - Big Data, Medical Big Data mining, EHR,
EMR, Hadoop, Hbase, Mapreduce, HDFS, Hive, Cassandra
Keywords: The Existing Techniques Are Insufficient To
Analyze The Large Data And Identify The Frequent Services
Accessed By The Cloud Users.

I. INTRODUCTION

B

ig Data has gained a huge attention past few years,
ever since the data is digitized. The information available
over the distributed architecture has evolved instant
accessibility across the globe. This helps in providing
evidence based medicine to the patients instantly, using live
analysis to simulate spreading or viral diseases, providing
proactive care to the patients and reducing readmission rates
to the hospital. Big Data, a term that refers to dataset that is
so huge that performing efficacious analysis using the
traditional methods becomes very difficult. Analysis of this
data uses newly researched technologies and distributed
architecture that makes extraction of value from the dataset
possible. Its properties are pointed out by 3V’s, namely
volume, variety and velocity. Recent studies point out that
big data cannot be fully defined by 3V’s and thus veracity,
valence and value were added to complement its
explanation. The data is crucial at it is complex to analysis
without any bias The challenges of Big Data involves
captures, storages ,transfer and analysis of data both in
visualized as well as analytical behaviour. The Big Data
analytics also provides business intelligence, statistical
analysis, statistical forecasting, optimization, text analysis and
predictive modelling. The traditional data analysis involves
only centralized data base architecture which will be complex
and not economical. The below table shows the properties of
Big Data as an overview .
Table 1: Properties of Big data

Volume

Variety

Velocity

Veracity

Valence

Value

Big data implies
tremendous
amount of data
which
is
generated every
single second of
the day in our
digitized world

Data can come in
ever
increasing
different forms such
as audio, video,
image, text and
what not. These
non-ending forms
contribute to this
property of the data.

The speed of data
generation and the speed
by which data is
transported from one
port to another port. The
data generation speed is
much more than the data
storage speed which
again is very huge than
speed at which insights
are gained from that
data.

It refers to quality
factor of the data
which varies greatly.
It caters to the
question that whether
the data which is
being stored and
mined is useful to the
real life problem that
is being dealt with.

This points to
how well can big
data bond with
each other which
forms
connections
between
otherwise
disparate
datasets.

The data incurred
should possess realtime value and
generate insights so
as to sustain the
changing trends of
input,
output,
processing
and
analysis of data.
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A) Software Present and Their Issues:
Different software [3] are used for various functions of
Big Data analytics. Some related software are:
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1) Virtualization: Xen, Oracle Virtual Box,
KVM,VMware are some of the examples but they take time
to start as they are heavyweight. Docker is there for Linux.
It is lightweight and more efficient to interact with the host.
2) Big Data Storage: It is more convenient to store huge
amount of data on the cloud rather than on disk. Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) provides high throughput
data access to data. Some new NoSQL databases such as
HBase, Cassandra, MongoDB are scalable in dealing with
big semi structured/unstructured data.
3) Big Data Computation Model: Apache Hadoop
written in Java is an open-source software framework. It
provides MapReduce parallel processing framework and
job scheduling and resource management. Other software
packages which are incorporated into Hadoop ecosystem are
HBase, Hive, Pig etc. Apache Spark and Flink increased the
performance by caching data in memory.
4) Big Data Analytics User Interface: Since most of the
data analyst are not a computer scientist, User Interface
plays a key role. Data Bricks, which is built on Spark,
provides a web based cloud computing platform. Cloud
Flows is an open source web-based platform
B) Frame Works
Different frameworks consist of a set of systems which
are deployed over multiple parallel nodes. They allow huge
computations on reduced infrastructure. Apache Hadoop is
the most known tool for processing of Big Data. Many open
source components developed by Apache forms a Hadoop
ecosystem.
Different techniques [4] for Big Data Analysis are:
1) HADOOP: Open-source software for Big Data.
Normally, it deals with a very big amount of distributed
heterogeneous data. It offers storage and computation. It
stores data using MapReduce technology.
2) MAPREDUCE: A Google designed technology for
processing large data. It has two main parts: Map and
Reduce. Map function distributes the data into several
clusters for parallel processing and Reduce function clubs
all the cluster of the same type to one final result.
3) HDFS: It is the core of Hadoop. It stores and manages
data of large files. It splits data into blocks and then
allocates it on servers in different locations.
4) Hive: A data warehouse tool that allows managing
and requesting distributed data. It uses the SQL-like
language called HiveQL.
5) HBase: It is a Hadoop Database. It is inspired by
Google’s Big Table. It manages and processes big tables in
an efficient way.
6) CASSANDRA: A Facebook developed tool which is
a column-oriented NoSQL database. It supports MapReduce
and allows access of data of large volumes.
C) Integration of Tools
Various tools can be integrated to get a platform which is
more efficient to work on. This will redefine the workflow.
We can also visualize the data and make our system lightweight.
They are described as follows:
1) New Data Analytics Flow: SPARK Notebook
combines Scala code, SQL ,Mark-up or even JavaScript in a
collaborative manner. It is good to verify algorithms but it is
notgood for code reusing and sharing. Three main
components are
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Notebook, Widgets and Workflow. Various steps are:
i) Verify the new idea with Notebook which may include
several iterations.
ii) Integrate the code into reusable widget through
widget component in Web IDE in which input and output
need to be defined by a template.
iii )Different widgets could be combined to form
complicated applications.
By this, applications could be reused and shared with
others, and the size of widget makes the maintenance easier.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
a) An overview of Medical Big Data mining
The data is most crucial part in the day to day life. The
capturing of right data and its storage is an challenging task.
The processing and storage capability with high accuracy of
variability of data and satisfying the above challenges are
accomplished by big datamining .Big datamining made a
milestone in health care industry ,which in turns the origin
of Medical big datamining. The process of uncover hidden
pattern in medical records from a medical repository and
transform it for discovering or diagnosis the disease is
called as medical big data Ming.
The medical Big data mining widely used for
recognizing and discovering of the hidden pattern in
Medical records for easily diagnosis of the diseases. The
medical data mining mainly processing in three stages data
pre-processing, datamining and result evaluation. The data
pre-processing involves the processing of raw data and
information from medical records and its given for
datamining process which involves different technique for
synthesis of pre-processed data with algorithms and the final
result can be evaluated with different parametric
methodology. The data pre-processing is preliminary
analysis which directly affects the accuracy and efficiency
of datamining. For recognizing of various disease like
cardiologic or malignant types can be deeply analysed using
different technique such as classification and association and
implemented with help of artificial neural networks and
genetic algorithmic schemes.
The datamining techniques now effectively organized in
industry as well as ecommerce. The medical data used in the
datamining processes to evaluate and to be authentic .The
medical data in the senses the data got form medical
database and to be refined for manipulation purpose. The
data authenticity and fraud abuse analysis can be effectively
made by the datamining process and which intense make a
effectiveness in the diagnosis and treatment of the diseases.
The metabolic disease that is a common occurrence in the
current generation can be rectified and analyses with the
machine learning technique implemented with the help of
trained data test by the datamining process. The medical
datamining process can be diagrammatically represented
below in which each stage is important in the processing
,from the initial data collection from the medical data
repository to the final result.
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The medical data collection stage represents the
segmented data and analysed data from the repository and
its given for pre-processing stage which includes different
algorithmic steps and give for datamining processing with
machine learning technique implementation. In this stage an
accurate analysis with the help of trained data set can be

formed and given for analysis phase .In this step it analysed
with pre-trained data and an intermediate result is executed
and at last with final processing driven to final results

Figure 1: Medical Big datamining process
b) Evolution of Electronic Medical record
The EHR-Electronic health record derived for patient
centric treatment and outcome is a structured data collection
automated by valuable mining tools .The EHR currently
play a big role in medical filed which digitalized all the
patient information and records suitable for variant diseases.
The evolution of ERH derived for Federal government
based on incentive programs.The medical records written in
Late 1600 BC were Egyptian mnemonics which were based
of 48 medical cases which includes injury, fracture and
different tumor details which were handwritten and not in a
properly formatted, Later on 1862 the papyrus text acquired
by Edwin smith came for the medical record preservation.
The legalization of medical records for insurance derived on
1880 and easily identified the malpractice of the records. At

the end of 1898 patients record moving from retrospective
document to case report. The end of 1960 the documents are
structured in digital format which in turns the formation of
EHR which called as Problem Oriented Medical Record
(POMR).The record contain physical examination
,laboratory data and complex problem list which also
includes the discharge summary record. In 1971 Locked
Cooperation created a company ‘Eclipsys Cooperation
‘which computerized all the physical records which
allowing the ordering of whole medical records includes the
X-ray and all laser records .EHR now known to be the
veteran health information and technology which is an
electronic system that record and transfer the patient
information and clinical operation .

Figure 2: Integration of imaging, modelling, and real-time sensing for the management of disease progression and planning
of intervention procedures. This example of thoracic aortic dissection illustrates how risk stratification and subject-specific
haemodynamic modelling substantiated with long-term continuous monitoring are used to guide the clinical decision
process.
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c) Differentiation of Electronic Health Care Record and
Electronic Medical Record
The Electronic health care records and Electronic
records differ in their word itself “health “and “medical”
.One concerning with the life routine and healthcare
information where as other deeply refer to the medical
diagnosis and medical historic over view of the patient.
Traditionally electronic medical record is a digital way of

maintain g the patient medical record which is prominently
used for tracking and historical background survey record.
The same digital version is also used in Electronic
healthcare records also but when concerning with EMR it
have entire patient historical data which includes stream line
sharing feature of real-time information.

Figure 3: Electronic Health Record (EHR) Process diagram
The Electronic healthcare record also provides
authorization and authenticity of healthcare feature while
sharing. The Electronic medical record is not dealt with the
sharing feature but it is mainly includes single patient
centric digital data records. The Electronic healthcare record
data mainly featured with life style analysis with primary set
data. A better follows of pre-stored healthcare information is
maintained in Electronic health care record. The Electronic

medical record is a parametric oriented such as quantitative
information.
The EMR and EHR both made the medical and
healthcare industry a tremendous changes and effected with
fastness and accuracy of test analysis and diagnosis of
disease. The both will avoid the duplication of record and
time saving for recognizing disease.

Figure 4: Electronic Medical Record (EHR) System diagram
d) Data Mining Algorithms and Techniques in health
care
Data Mining in medicine is an emerging field of great
importance to provide a prognosis and deeper understanding
of disease classification, specifically in Mental Health areas.
The main objective of this paper is to present a review of the
existing research works in the literature, referring to the
techniques and algorithms of Data Mining in Mental Health,
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specifically in the most prevalent diseases such as:
Dementia, Alzheimer, Schizophrenia and Depression.
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Academic databases that were used to perform the
searches are Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, PubMed,
Science Direct, Scopus and Web of Science, taking into
account as date of publication the last 10 years, from 2008
to the present. Several search criteria were established such
as ‘techniques’ AND ‘Data Mining’ AND‘Mental
Health’,‘algorithms’ AND ‘Data Mining’ AND ‘dementia’
AND ‘schizophrenia’ AND ‘depression’, etc. selecting the
papers of greatest interest. A total of 211 articles were found
related to techniques and algorithms of Data Mining applied
to the main Mental Health diseases. 72 articles have been
identified as relevant works of which 32% are Alzheimer’s,
22% dementia, 24% depression, 14% schizophrenia and
8%bipolar disorders. Many of the papers show the
prediction of risk factors in these diseases. From the review
of the research articles analysed, it can be said that use of

Data Mining techniques applied to diseases such as
dementia, schizophrenia, depression, etc. can be of great
help to the clinical decision, diagnosis prediction and
improve the patient’s quality of life.
e) Main techniques and algorithms of datamining used in
the review
The Data Mining techniques have recently become a
predominant field of research with wide applications in
medical
healthcare, financial services, telecommunications,
natural sciences, etc. It is a process to discover useful
models in data, with the aim of interpreting existing
behaviours or predicting future results

Figure 5: Percentage of data mining technique and algorithm applied for Alzheimer’s disease
An Efficient Intelligent Traffic System is proposed in
this paper to reduce the traffic congestion problem before it
happens. This system will decrease the traffic queue size
and provides an alternative route for the vehicles to avoid
traffic and to achieve free flow of vehicles. An intelligent
traffic light control system is deployed to prevent the traffic
congestion before it occurs and based on an alert signal
traffic route will be deviated. This can help the travelers to
have free flow traffic. Traffic jam can be avoided and the
condition of the traffic flows in many of the metropolitan
cities can be improved. The Euler’s approach used to
convert map to graph was tested on a metropolitan city
graph and the results are found to be satisfactory. Finally the
overall framework is statistically proven to be better than the
related traffic congestion models.

future enhancement involves in clinical oncology prediction
with big data analytics techniques.
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